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Existing kinematic models for propagation of oceanic spreading ridges that incorporate overlap between ridge 
segments fail to describe detailed observations of the failed segments. I present a new model which discards the 
assumption of steady state behavior of the failing rift, permitting inward curvature of both rift tips in the overlap 
region. The shape of an inward-curving failing rift must continuously change, but is assumed to cyclically return to its 
original shape by discrete inward ridge jumps. Other assumptions of symmetric spreading and uniform simple shear 
deformation between the overlapping rift tips are retained from previous models. Inward curvature of failed rift 
structures provides much better agreement with observations, and is consistent with tensile fracture theory. If the offset 
between ridge segments is small enough, the inward jumps of the failing rift will cut across deformed structures 
originally formed at the propagating tip, possibly generating seafloor fabrics that crosscut each other at nearly right 
angles. Observations of such structures near the Gorda Ridge can be explained by a model incorporating variable 
cyclieity of the failing rift. 

chrons  curve inward  toward  the ridge, fa i thful ly  
record ing  the shape of  the p r o p a g a t i n g  tip in an  
unde fo rme d  pa r t  of  the plate .  I sochrons  also curve 
toward  the r idge a long the inner  pseudofau l t ,  b u t  

In  the or iginal  fo rmula t ion  of  the rules of p la te  
tectonics,  t r ans fo rm faul ts  were assumed to be  
f ixed relat ive to each o ther  and  the r idge segments  
they offset.  The  p ropaga t i ng  rif t  mode l  [1], which 
d i scards  this assumpt ion ,  has been  very successful 
in descr ib ing  obl ique  offsets in magnet ic  anoma-  
lies as a result  of  the lengthening  of  a r idge 
segment  th rough  t ime at the  expense of  the adja-  
cent  segment.  De ta i l ed  observat ions  of  active 
p r o p a g a t i n g  rifts suggest that  the a s sumpt ion  that  
r idges are necessar i ly  offset  by  discrete  t r ans fo rm 
faul ts  should  also be  discarded,  with the  segments  
ins tead  offset by  zones of  d i s t r ibu ted  shear wi th  
widths  of  10 or  more  k m  [2,3]. 

M c K e n z i e  [4] has  p r o p o s e d  a k inemat ic  mode l  
for  fo rma t ion  and  de fo rma t ion  of  i sochrons  in 
such a system (Fig.  1). His  mode l  assumes un i fo rm 
s imple  shear  de fo rma t ion  in the  shear  zone, wi th  
associa ted  l inear  grad ien ts  in spread ing  ra te  on  the 
b o u n d i n g  rif t  tips. The  pa rabo l i c  curvature  of  the 
r if t  t ips  is der ived  f rom the assumpt ions  of sym- 
met r ic  spreading  and  s teady state r idge geometry.  
Several  features  of  this mode l  depa r t  f rom Hey ' s  
[1] or iginal  model ,  which was based  on discrete  
t ransforms.  A long  the outer  pseudofaul t ,  iso- 
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Fig. 1. Kinematic model after McKenzie [4] for steady state 
overlapping rift propagation. Bold lines denote active rift 
zones, and shading indicates the active shear zone between the 
two rift tips. Terminology follows Hey et al. [3]. 
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in this case the sense of curvature has been re- 
versed from its original sense by deformation 
within the shear zone. Isochrons that were origi- 
nally formed without curvature ahead of the shear 
zone show gradual curvature within the shear zone. 
The failing rift tip curves away from the propa- 
gating tip with a shape that is maintained by 
deflection of previously straight rift geometry by 
spreading at the propagating tip. 

Many features of McKenzie's model are ob- 
served at active and fossil propagators. Curvature 
of the spreading fabric inside of the outer pseudo- 
fault is observed in most cases where there is 
adequate data coverage. In some cases, this curva- 
ture is readily visible in magnetic anomaly data 
[5-7]. Fabric near the inner pseudofault is often 
more difficult to map, but often can be interpreted 
as also curving in toward the ridge. Orientations 
of lineations in the shear zone at the well-surveyed 
propagator at 95.5 ° W  show very striking agree- 
ment with the model [3]. The one prediction of the 
model that has not been observed is the outward 
curvature of the failing rift tip. Fig. 2 shows an 
isochron interpretation from one of the most dense 
magnetic data sets over an inner pseudofault-  
failed rift system, located in the central Juan de 
Fuca plate, northeast Pacific. Isochrons along the 
inner pseudofault do curve toward the ridge, and 
they overlap with their failed-rift counterparts by 
about 20-30 km. The curvature of the failed rift 
system, however, is opposite that predicted in Fig. 
1. This paper addresses this discrepancy, propos- 
ing a revision of McKenzie's model with an alter- 
native behavior of the failing rift. 

The description of the failing rift is already 
recognized as the weakest aspect of the existing 
model, as rift failure appears to be much more 
episodic than rift propagation [3,4]. Many workers 
find the outward curvature of the failing rift 
bothersome, as it is opposite the curvature ob- 
served in the nontransform ridge offsets known as 
overlapping spreading centers, which generally 
show 180 ° rotational symmetry, with both rift 
tips curving inward [8,9]. Those ridges that curve 
approaching transform faults also always curve in 
the same sense. Inward curvature is observed at 
the tips of offset tensile fractures over a wide 
range of scales, and is a predictable consequence 
of the interaction of the stress fields of crack tips 
[10,11]. A more credible description of overlap- 

ping rift propagation should incorporate inward 
curvature of both rift tips. 

2. Revised model 

The McKenzie model derives the outward 
curvature of the failing rift from the steady state 
assumption. The new model presented here in- 
stead assumes an initial geometry of inward curva- 
ture of the failing rift. This inward curvature 
cannot be maintained, even with large degrees of 
asymmetric spreading, and the ridge geometry 
must change with time. The ridge behavior is 
assumed to be cyclic, with the failing tip re- 
peatedly returning by discrete jumps to its initial 
geometry. McKenzie's other assumptions of steady 
state behavior of the propagating tip and of a 
shear zone with a linear velocity gradient are 
maintained. The time-dependent behavior follow- 
ing a discrete jump is governed by the symmetric 
spreading assumption. 
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Fig. 2. Interpretation of magnetic polari ty (darker shading = 
normal) and selected isochrons (bold lines, with indicated ages 
[24]) from the central Juan de Fuca plate, based on magnetic 
anomaly data along the indicated ship's tracks (thin lines). The 
diagonal offset across the center of the figure has been in- 
terpreted to be the inner pseudofault and failed rift of a 
propagating rif t  [1,25], here interpreted as overlapping. 
Northwest of the offset, isochrons cm'v¢ toward younger ages 
as p r e d i c t e d  in f igure  1, b u t  to  the  sou theas t ,  the  c u r v a t u r e  is 

o p p o s i t e  t ha t  p r e d i c t e d  fo r  fa i led  rifts.  
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Fig. 3. Step-by-step evolution of the proposed nonsteady revision of McKenzie's model. The initial geometry has both rift tips 
curving inward, as observed at many overlapping rift offsets. Deflection of the falling rift is governed by assuming symmetric 
spreading as the amount of material between the two rift tips increases. Periodically, the falling rift returns to its initial geometry by 
discrete ridge jumps. 

In  contrast  to the analytical  formulat ion by  
McKenzie  [4], the models presented here are based 
on  computer  s imulat ion of the spreading history, 

keeping track of individual  points  on isochrons 
and  moving them through time based on  integra- 
t ion of the velocity history at each point .  The 
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Fig. 4~ Isochron geometries predicted for multiple stable cycles of the model of Fig. 3, showing the effects of varying ridge offset and 
cycle length. 
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propagating tip ~s parabolic, with the curvature 
tangent to the outer pseudofault at the tip, as 
specified by McKenzie, Without constraining the 
failing tip to have steady state geometry, its shape 
at the time of a jump is a free parameter; for 
convenience, these models also use a parabolic 
c u r v e .  

Stepwise evolution of the new model in its 
simplest form is shown in Fig. 3. For simplicity, 
the initial curvature of the failing tip is the same 
as that of the propagating tip. Symmetric spread- 
ing within the shear or overlap zone deflects the 
failing tip outward, and the part of the failing tip 
that was originally straight acquires exactly the 
curvature of the McKenzie model. After a certain 
degree of outward curvature has been obtained, 
the entire failing rift within the shear zone be- 
comes inactive and a new rift forms with the 
original degree of curvature within the shear zone. 
This style of inward ridge jump has been termed 
"self-decapitation" by Macdonald et al. [12]. The 
physical significance of this reorganization is pre- 
sumably that the inward curvature of the stress 
trajectories governed by the overlap of the rift tips 
eventually overcomes the tendency of dikes to 
follow the zone of weakness left by previous dikes. 
The simplest case of such a model is purely peri- 
odic behavior, with regular intervals between in- 
ward jumps of the failing rift. 

Fig. 4 shows the geometries predicted by peri- 
odic models, with the overlap/offset  ratio and the 
length of the cycle varied between models. For 
larger offsets, the inward jumps of the failing rift 
cut across only material formed along the failing 
segment. At smaller offsets, the inward jumps can 
cut across the inner pseudofault into material 
formed at the propagating segment. In general, the 
fabrics formed at the separate tips where offset is 
smaller than overlap will cut across each other at 
high angles. If jumps of the ridge are very fre- 
quent, our ability to observe them may be limited 
by the intervals between formation of the major 
faults that comprise the spreading fabric. In con- 
trast, if the failing rift jumps less frequently and 
has a graben morphology, each separate jump of 
the failing rift should produce an easily observable 
inward-curving graben. 

The failed rift system in Fig. 2 appears to have 
frequent jumps, although the basement fabric is 
obscured by sediment. The propagator at 95.5 °W 
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Fig. 5. Tectonic interpretation superimposed on bathymetry 
for the 95.5°W propagator, from Hey et al. [3]. P R  = 

propagating rift; O P F =  outer pseudofault; I P F ,  1 P F =  

alternative interpretations for inner pseudofault; F 1 - F 6 =  
grabens in the failing/failed rift system. The undulations in 
"sinuous scarp" are interpreted as resulting from discrete 
northward jumps of the failing rift tip. 

[3] probably falls into the latter category of more 
infrequent jumps. A major bathymetric feature in 
the area of the failed rift zone has been termed 
"sinuous scarp" (Fig. 5). This scarp has been 
interpreted as the southern limit of uplifted 
material of the zone of transferred lithosphere, 
although the mechanism of uplift remains under 
debate [3,13]. The sinuousities of the scarp can 
easily be interpreted as encircling separate failed 
rift grabens as in Fig. 4. Lack of recognizable 
inward curvature on the failing rift tip may indi- 
cate a relatively long time interval since its last 
jump, as in the t--1.99 step of Fig. 3. Two re- 
cently surveyed propagators at 87.5 ° W  (Galapa- 
gos) [14] and 15 ° N  (East Pacific Rise) [15] do not 
show graben morphology of the failed rifts, but 
agree with the geometry predicted for frequent 
jumps of the inward-curving failed rift. 

3. Application of the model to the northern Gorda 
Ridge 

GLORIA side-scan sonar images collected near 
the northern Gorda Ridge [16] indicate basement 
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Fig. 6. Top: GLORIA side-scan sonar mosaic of the northern Gorda Ridge and eastern Blanco Fracture Zone, northeast Pacific [16]. 
Bottom: Enlargement showing structures interpreted as resulting from failing rift jumps. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Isochrons interpreted from magnetic anomalies for the nor ther  Gorda Ridge [18]. (b) Basement lineations interpreted 
from GLORIA images [16]. (c) Isochron model for the observed geometry, assuming variations in the cyclic behavior of the failing 
rift. See Fig. 8 for the evolution of model. 

trends showing many  similarities to the models 
presented in Fig. 4 (Figs. 6 and 7). The oblique 
offsets of the spreading fabric and magnetic 
anomalies indicate a period of northward propa- 
gation of the Gorda  Ridge during the interval 4 - 2  

Ma, producing a - 15 o clockwise reorientation of 
the ridge axis. This propagat ion has been 
interpreted as a response to a change in Juan de 
Fuca-Pacif ic  relative plate motion at 5 Ma [6]. Of 
particular interest is the area west of the ridge 
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Fig. 8. Step-by-step evolution of the model of Fig. 7c. Model steps are by distance rather than by time; the indicated ages are 
approximate. The shear zone reaches its northern limit at about 3.1 Ma and begins to form a discrete transform. There is a temporary 
increase in the width of the shear zone near 2.5 Ma. See text for further discussion. 

near 43 ° N, 128 ° W, where there are two groups of 
cross-cutting lineations curving in toward the ridge, 
similar to the small-offset cases in Fig. 4. 

The model presented in Figs. 7c and 8 attempts 
to simulate the observed geometry using the model 
behavior of Fig. 3. Not  surprisingly, the details of 
the basement fabric require a more complex ridge 
behavior than exhibited by the simple cyclicity of 
Figs. 3 and 4. Necessary complexities required for 
the model to show reasonable agreement with the 
data include variation in the curvature of the 
failing rift and variation of the interval between 
jumps of the failing rift. 

Fig. 8 shows selected steps in the model evolu- 
tion. The model increments in steps of constant 
spreading distance (4.8 kin) and maintains a con- 
stant ratio of propagation rate to half-spreading 
rate (0.7, which is exceptionally low). As the half- 
spreading rate has decreased from about 40 
k m / M y r  to 28 k m / M y r  since 5 Ma [17,18], the 
duration of each step ranges over about 0.12-0.17 
Myr. The initial width of the shear zone is 38 km, 
measured perpendicular to spreading direction. 
The initial geometry and pre-4 Ma evolution of 
the model are not supported in any detail by data, 

but schematically show a gradual increase in ridge 
offset and establishment of orthogonal spreading 
on the propagating ridge segment. From 4 to 3.3 
Ma, the model demonstrates the relatively long 
( -  0.3 Myr) interval between recognizable jumps 
of the failing rift. By 3.0 Ma, jumps of the failing 
rift had become much more frequent. 

As this propagator  approached the existing 
Blanco transform, the offset was not added to the 
existing transform but instead formed a new en 
echelon segment of the transform system [19]. The 
exact mechanism and timing of the conversion 
from overlapping propagator to stable transform 
fault are not obvious, but the process was com- 
plete by 1.8 Ma. This transition is modeled by 
establishing a northern limit to the propagation of 
the shear zone, and accumulating any shear dis- 
placement that would otherwise occur north of the 
limit as slip along a discrete fault. This process has 
just begun in the 3.0 Ma reconstruction in Fig. 8. 

An additional complexity required for the 
model to describe the basement fabric data is 
variability in the degree of overlap. There is a 
deep graben ( -  3900 m maximum water depth) at 
127.8°W between 43 .0°N and 43.25°N. This 
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graben cuts across the inner pseudofault in the 
fashion proposed for failed rifts, but extends at 
least 15 km farther than the immediately older 
failed rift structures. This increased overlap is 
shown in the 2.5 Ma reconstruction. The change in 
overlap and therefore rate of shear implies that 
either the propagating tip must change shape or 
spread asymmetrically; as implemented here the 
shape remains constant unless that would cause 
asymmetry to exceed 50%. The increase in the 
amount of overlap seems to have been temporary, 
as there is no evidence for failed rift structures 
east of 127.5 ° W. The reconstructions for 2.2 and 
1.9 Ma show the shear zone contracting rapidly. 
The cause of cessation of propagation and forma- 
tion of a new transform segment is not known, but 
is perhaps related to lower temperature and there- 
fore greater strength of the lithosphere close to the 
fracture zone. 

4. Discussion 

The assumption that both propagating and fail- 
ing rift tips curve inward toward each other can 
lead to models that successfully describe previ- 
ously enigmatic failed rift geometry. This assump- 
tion requires cyclic rather than steady state behav- 
ior, but does not require unreasonable complexity. 
The success of this type of model further blurs the 
distinction between propagating rifts as identified 
by Hey and others [1-3], and overlapping rift 
zones described by Macdonald, Lonsdale, and 
others [8,9,12]. 

There does seem to be one sense where it is 
meaningful to maintain a distinction between the 
two types of offset. Standard propagating rifts 
could be distinguished by a continuous outer 
pseudofault, produced by steady state behavior of 
the propagating tip. Most propagators from the 
northeast Pacific and the Galapagos Spreading 
Center can be placed in such a category. Stable 
behavior of the propagating tip appears to be 
much less common along the East Pacific Rise, 
where spreading rates are generally faster. For 
example, the offset at 20 °S has migrated south- 
ward about 60 km since 1.8 Ma [20]. Detailed 
observations of this offset [21] indicate that both 
rift tips have had unsteady behavior, with re- 
peated discrete jumps at both tips. Multiple jumps 
of the tip more closely resembling the propagating 

tip would produce a discontinuous outer pseudo- 
fault with an interfingering texture not unlike the 
failed rifts in Fig. 4. Other overlapping offsets, for 
instance at 2.8 °S [22], show much less tendency to 
migrate in a constant direction and show frequent 
jumps of both rift tips. Extending the type of 
modeling presented in this paper to incorporate 
nonsteady behavior of both tips could provide a 
valuable tool for interpreting the history of com- 
plex offsets. 

This study has emphasized kinematic consider- 
ations with little regard for the underlying dy- 
namics. Forward modeling has been used as a tool 
to support an interpretation of the history of the 
ridge geometry inferred from the spreading fabric. 
The philosophical justification for ignoring physics 
at this stage is that it is prudent to reach a 
reasonable consensus as to what has happened 
before devoting too much effort to why it hap- 
pened that way. If the interpretations proposed 
above are correct, extreme weakness of young (less 
than about 0.5 Myr) oceanic lithosphere is likely 
to be a necessary feature of a complete dynamic 
interpretation. Evidence for such weakness would 
include the tendency of the shear zone to migrate 
into young, but previously unsheared lithosphere, 
and the tendency of the failing rift to jump from 
the site of most recent intrusion into the slightly 
older lithosphere of the shear zone. Such weakness 
is quite plausible if the base of near-axis litho- 
sphere is defined by ductile failure of gabbroic 
rocks at about 500°C, as proposed by Tapponnier 
and Francheteau [23]. 
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